Senior Pets

THE FUN’S JUST BEGINNING

From the looks of her Instagram page, the beige terrier mix dog named Macy is doing all right. Macy frolics in the yard, snoozes on the couch, cuddles with her people, listens to a little girl read her a story. No matter that she has only three legs and is a bit on the “senior” side.

“She’s just a peaceful dog, and she fits right in with our loud, busy family,” reports Julie DeFrain, who adopted Macy last March after meeting her at the Animal Welfare League of Alexandria (AWLA), shortly after the dog was transferred in from a rescue group in Florida. Macy blended quickly with DeFrain’s household, made up of her husband, two children, ages 3 and 6, and DeFrain’s parents, ages 72 and 75. DeFrain says she does most of the walking with Macy, her 6-year-old daughter handles most of the feeding and her parents take care of a lot of the snuggling.

At age 8, Macy is considered a senior dog. “We were just looking for a dog that fit our family and we were excited to love and spoil,” DeFrain said. “It was less about age for us and more about personality. The kids are completely in love with her.”

DeFrain, a government attorney, says Macy has been her office mate while working at home during the pandemic. Macy’s favorite activity, though, is watching TV with the kids or DeFrain’s parents. “We weren’t looking for a dog to go camping and hiking with,” she said. “Macy’s more of a yoga dog than a hiking dog.”

The AWLA considers any animal aged 8 or older to be a senior, and seniors make up about 30 percent of the shelter’s usual population. Seniors aren’t just for seniors — they appeal to all adopter age brackets. “They are so much easier than puppies or younger animals and are generally well house trained,” said AWLA Executive Director Stella Hanly. “Most of them are very grateful that they have a soft, warm place to live — and be loved.”

(continues on page 4)
What a year 2021 has been!
With the arrival of our mobile veterinary surgical van this past spring, we have, for the first time in our 75-year history, had the ability to perform critical surgical procedures at our facility. By the end of 2021, our veterinary team performed approximately 30% of all the surgical procedures needed by our animals, focusing particularly on spay or neuter surgeries and dental procedures, both so important to the animals in our care. This allows us not only to exceed our already top-notch level of care for animals, but it also means animals can find their future families faster.

In the field of animal welfare, as so many others, the last two years have been incredibly difficult all across the United States, and there have been many times our partners have needed our help. Answering their call, we have transferred animals from Florida, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas and West Virginia, as well as Virginia, Maryland and even one dog from Beirut.

In fact, in 2021 we exceeded the number of animals transferred from other locations over any previous year, helping nearly 850 animals find homes across our region.

This would not be possible without our animal-loving community, which welcomes these animals and gives us the support we need to provide them with the loving care they deserve.

And to our neighbors who have needed our help while times have been so tough, we have provided almost 1,000 free or low-cost vaccinations and microchips, distributed more than 50,000 pounds of pet food and supplies, and provided veterinary and transportation assistance to many more. Read more about these milestones and more on the next page.

None of this would have happened without the AWLA’s amazing team of staff, volunteers, donors, adopters and foster families — YOU! Without you, we would not be able to go above and beyond to help these pets. Without you, the thousands of animals we assisted this year could not have received the help they needed. Without you, our community would not be the sanctuary that it is for animals and the people who love them. We are so grateful to you! And we’re excited to look forward with you to learn what the next 75 years hold.
The Animal Welfare League of Alexandria presents

HOME FREE

A game of finding homes and keeping families together in 2021

START

1,461 adoptions
58.6% of appointments led to adoption
520 animals fostered by 231 fosters

837 animals transferred in

487 spay/neuter vouchers provided
852 vaccinations provided to pets in the community
51,564 pounds of pet supplies provided (That’s 48% of our intake.)

415 animals received major medical treatment

3,240 calls to Animal Services
28,048 hours volunteered
including more than 500 Youth Program attendees

Proud HUMAN ANIMAL SUPPORT SERVICES member!

City of Alexandria NOW named BETTER CITY FOR PETS by Mars Petcare!

ACHIEVED!

Challenge: Achieve placement rate of more than 96% in 2021

Celebrating 75 years
Let’s say you’re a 60-pound dog who is finding the kennel at the AWLA friendly and nurturing but a bit confining. And let’s say that one day a kind person comes along and takes you to their house for a little vacation.

That’s what happens regularly to some dogs, cats and other animals at the AWLA when they need a break on their journey to adoption. The foster program assists animals who are especially in need of time and care in a home environment, including very young animals, pets with special medical needs, animals who’ve been in the shelter environment for a longer time and could use a change of scenery, and owned pets temporarily held in the AWLA’s Crisis Care program.

Prospective fosters start the process by signing up, then undergoing an orientation and evaluation of their specific interests and needs, followed by training and guidance from the AWLA staff. The AWLA provides all food and other supplies for the foster animals as well as a 24-hour hotline for fosters to call in emergencies.

(continues on page 5)
Foster “mom” Sarah P. and her daughter, Destiney, now 17, began volunteering for the program three years ago. Despite Sarah’s petite size they “somehow always got the bigger dogs, 60- to 70-pounders,” she says. There was Ash, a Lab mix who, despite having behavioral issues in the past, behaved perfectly; Chocolate, a Lab mix who got so excited that he leapt toward other dogs until Sarah trained him to calm down with treats; Priscilla the anxious terrier mix who liked to nibble on blankets; Ben, a pit bull mix who chewed his leashes until the shelter provided a metal one for him, and many others. All were ultimately adopted.

“The larger, more active dogs need more space and more mental stimulation that they can better receive in a home environment,” said AWLA Senior Manager of Veterinary and Foster Care Arianne Killen. “After a while at the AWLA, they can get a bit frustrated, and it’s hard for us to get an idea of their true personalities.”

Fostering helps gather that information, especially by placing animals in situations not available at the shelter. Spending time in a home that has a staircase, for example, can help AWLA staff answer a potential adopter’s question: “Can he climb stairs?”

“If an animal has a track record in a home, it’s much easier for them to get adopted,” said AWLA Veterinary and Foster Care Coordinator Elena Carver. “If we can relay to potential adopters that an animal has turned out to be super-sweet, playful and did great with other animals in the home, they might take a chance they hadn’t considered before.”

More than 230 individuals and families fostered animals for the AWLA in 2021.

The need for foster volunteers has grown in the past year due to the harsh economic effects of the pandemic, leaving some people without stable housing and in need of temporary help with their pets.

Animals who are recovering from surgery or struggling with other medical challenges find the quiet and individual attention of foster homes critical to recovery. One of foster Inbal Katz’s favorite “patients” was a grayish pit bull — “with a face like a hippo” — called Baybee who was recovering from surgery after swallowing a foreign object. “She needed a lot of TLC,” Katz recalled. “She was lying down a lot at first, but then started playing.” Baybee began to shine in Katz’s care, and, upon returning to the AWLA, Baybee was soon adopted.

A black and white senior dog named Milk needed watching over after surgeries to remove masses in her mammary glands. “I tried to put bandages on her, but she wouldn’t have it,” Katz said. “So I got her a ‘onesie’ for dogs that covered the wound so she couldn’t scratch it.” Milk healed and soon found her family.

Foster homes open their doors to all kinds of animals. Foster Kerin Ord and her husband, Martin Parr, recently housed a mother chinchilla and her baby in a special area of their basement in Alexandria. They also patiently waited out a cat named Spot who was recovering from a traumatic injury and hid under a bed for more than a week, which is not uncommon with shy or unsocialized cats. The woman who adopted Spot lay on the floor next to the bed to view her.

A Shiba Inu dog who was scratching constantly from a severe case of mange would pose a challenge for any foster, but Ord and Parr were willing to take her on. With guidance from the AWLA’s veterinary team, they gave her a series of medicated baths and were able to help her look and feel healthier, eventually helping to find an enthusiastic adopter for her.

Ord, whose household includes two cats and two dogs, says she and Parr are accustomed to animals with special needs. More than once they, like some other AWLA foster caregivers, have come to the conclusion that the best home for some foster animals in their care is with them. In fact, both of the couple’s current canines, Josie and Stubby, started with them as fosters and went on to become full-time residents, now assisting with the parade of foster animals seeking a helping paw.
Supporting Alexandria’s Animals
MAKING A DIFFERENCE FOR ANIMALS ACROSS THE COMMUNITY

When Nicole Parent started volunteering her time as a foster with the AWLA in 2018, she didn’t realize exactly how much time it might involve.

“I started fostering while my husband, who is an active-duty army officer, was stationed outside of the area, and I was here on my own for a few years. It was nice to have some company!” she said.

Every year, hundreds of individuals and families offer their time and their homes to be foster caregivers for the AWLA. They help to care for animals recovering from surgeries, for those who are too young for adoption and those who need a break from the shelter environment. Nicole focused her foster attention on shyer adult cats, giving them space to become comfortable and learn to live in a home environment. Since 2018, Parent has fostered nearly 20 animals.

“I really like that I can now make the connection between meeting a new cat, getting to know their personality and providing information and photos to help them get adopted.”

When the pandemic reached Alexandria, affecting staffing at the AWLA, Parent stepped up once again, providing additional support to the AWLA’s Animal Care team to ensure animals received as much attention as possible during their stay. She later expanded her in-shelter volunteering role, coming in weekly to socialize with adoptable cats. She even began taking her “work” back home with her, creating promotional materials, copy editing articles and aiding the AWLA’s Development team from her house — often while providing a foster home to even more cats and kittens. Since she began volunteering, she has donated more than 900 hours of her time to help animals at the AWLA and from home.

In November, Parent began fostering two special kittens, Alex and Texas. Both kittens were found in Alexandria at 3 weeks old, alone and in desperate need of care. When they were brought to the AWLA in need of a foster who could help keep them healthy and teach them socialization while they grew, Parent once again offered her time.

“There are so many different ways that people can contribute to the AWLA’s mission,” Parent said. “Earlier this year, I had to take a step back from volunteering in-person while I underwent surgeries for breast cancer, but I was able to still help from home. It gave me something to do while I was out of work, and the sense of fulfillment knowing that I’m helping animals in need was the best medicine!”

HAPPY TAILS

Best friends Cookie and Chispin, both hound mixes, quickly became staff and volunteer favorites at the AWLA. The duo spent several months in the home of one of the AWLA’s dedicated caregivers while Cookie recovered from surgeries to remove a mammary tumor. In the spring, they returned to the AWLA, ready to meet their new family together.

Finding a home for a bonded pair can often take a bit longer than for individual animals, and when the two are seniors and larger-breed animals, it can be even more challenging. At 10 and 12 years of age, Chispin and Cookie were on the lookout for a very special person to see how wonderful these girls really were.

Kara and Jeff Ryan had recently lost their senior pup, Riley, and told themselves they would wait a while before adopting. But Kara did know that she wanted to give another senior dog a home — and was open to more than one. She saw Cookie and Chispin on the AWLA adoption page and, after seeing

(continues on page 7)
It took a few weeks for Cookie and Chispin to warm up in their new home, but Kara saw that they felt safer having each other. Little by little, their goofy personalities and antics began to show. Chispin is like a shadow and can usually be found right next to her favorite people, while Cookie is independent and loves to explore on her own. In the yard, Chispin enjoys chasing squirrels as Cookie finds a sunny spot to snooze. However, both pups are happiest when the whole family is in the room together, showering them with belly rubs.

Kara would encourage everyone to consider a bonded pair and all the benefits of adopting a set of ready-made best friends. They keep each other company while you’re away and help each other feel comfortable in new situations. But most of all, with a pair of pets, you get twice the love and affection in one adorable package.
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